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                                            Chess Club Web Page - utahbirds.org/Chess/  

What you can learn from this game:   How to free your own pieces and cramp your opponent’s.

    Should do: 1. Look for moves in the center that will open up files and diagonals for your pieces..
2. Block your opponent’s pawns so he can’t move pieces out to good positions.

   Should NOT do: 1. Don’t allow sneaky “discovered attacks” or powerful “double checks.”

Some ideas as they appear in this game:  ©M.G.Moody

  1. e4  e5 Control the Center - (Both sides bring their pawns to the center of the board).
  2. Nf3  Nc6 Attack the Center - (White attacks Black’s center Pawn and Black protects with his Knight).
  3. Nc3  Nf6 Knights First - (Both sides get their Knights out before their Bishops).
  4. Bb5  Bc5 Get to Best Places - (Both sides get their Bishops out to good positions).
  5. O-O  O-O Castle Soon - (Castling protects the King and gets the Rook out of the corner).
  6. Nxe5  Re8 Break-out Moves - (Look for center trades that will give your pieces good files and diagonals).

Take Open Files - (Black sees the “pawn fork” trick and decides to take the open file with his Rook).
  7. Nxc6 dxc6 Trade - (White thinks a trade would be good – Black sees things differently).

Force a Retreat - (Black must move the Bishop back or loss it).
  8. Bc4  b5 Retreat - (Black retreats once but has to do it again and he doesn’t have a good place to go).
  9. Be2  Nxe4 Prevent Attack - (Black prevents the Bishop attack on his Queen at g4 – the f2 pawn is pinned).

Use Open File - (Black makes a half open file into a full open file with the trade)
10. Nxe4 Rxe4 Trade - (The Rook can be attacked, but has a good place to go).
11. Bf3  Re6 Skewer - (White has a nice-looking “skewer” of three unprotected men, but Black is prepared).
12. c3  Qd3 Prepare - (White plans to chase away Black’s Bishop with his pawn).

Block a Pawn - (This amazing move blocks the whole center of the board and cramps White pieces!) 
13. b4  Bb6 Force a Retreat - (Black forces White’s Bishop back).
14. a4  bxa4 Threaten a Trap - (If Black doesn’t watch out the Bishop could be trapped).
 15. Qxa4 Bd7 Open a File - (White needs to open up a way to get the Pieces out into the game).

Discovered Attack - (Black sets up a “discovered attack” on White’s Queen).
16. Ra2 Rae8 Protect a Pawn - (The White Rook now protect the d2 Pawn so the Bishop can get out).

Rook Battery on Open File - (Doubling up the Rooks on and open file can be a very powerful thing!)
17. Qa6  Qxf3!  Offer a Trade - (When things are getting tight, it sometime helps to make a trade if you can). 

Queen Sacrifice - (This is a huge move!  Morphy thought for 12 minutes before he made this move).
18. gxf3 Rg6+ Open a file - (What did Morphy get for his Queen? – his pieces are positioned for a beautiful attack).
19. Kh1  Bh3 Attack Rook - (The Black Bishop attacks White’s Rook and prepares a “Windmill Attack” ).
20. Rd1 Bg2+ Force Moves - (Black starts a series of moves where White has only one option).
21. Kg1 Bxf3+ Discovered Check - (Black’s Bishop takes a pawn, attacks White’s Rook and leaves the King in check ).

Windmill Attack - (Black can moves the Bishop back and forth to g2 as much as he likes).
22. Kf1  Rg2!* Quite Move - (...with a threat to the pawn at f2. White gets a “free move” instead of being forced).
23.Qd3 Rxf2+ Attack unprotected Bishop  - (This is the best White can do).

Force into a Discovered Attack - (White has no choice.  Black has two beautiful moves left)
24.Kg1  Rg2+ Double Check - (...the first of two).
25.Kh1  Rg1‡ Double Check and Mate - (Both attacking pieces could be taken – but not at the same time).

Chess Notation for the game:     (* line suggested by Zukertort – moves 22 through 25)
1. e4  e5 
2. Nf3  Nc6 
3. Nc3  Nf6 
4. Bb5  Bc5 
5. O-O  O-O 

6. Nxe5  Re8 
7. Nxc6  dxc6 
8. Bc4  b5
9. Be2  Nxe4 

10. Nxe4  Rxe4
11. Bf3  Re6 
12. c3  Qd3 
13. b4  Bb6 

14. a4  bxa4 
15. Qxa4  Bd7
16. Ra2  Rae8
17. Qa6  Qxf3!

18. gxf3  Rg6+
19. Kh1  Bh3 
20. Rd1  Bg2+ 
21. Kg1  Bxf3+ 

22. Kf1  Rg2!* 
23.Qd3  Rxf2+
24.Kg1  Rg2+ 
25.Kh1  Rg1++


